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Abstract:

The Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB) problem is a typical problem of the exploration and exploitation dilemma in reinforcement learning. As a classical MAB problem, the Stochastic Multi-Armed Bandit (SMAB) problem is the base of many new MAB problems. To solve the problems of insufficient use of information in existing SMAB methods, this paper presents an adaptive algorithm to balance exploration and exploitation based on the Chosen Number of Arm with Minimal Value, namely CNAMV in short. The upper bound of CNAMV’s regret was theoretically proved, and our experimental results showed that CNAMV could yield greater reward and smaller regret with high efficiency than commonly used methods. Therefore, CNAMV is a cost-effective SMAB method.

Conclusions

In this paper, we proved the upper bound of CNAMV’s regret theoretically, and discussed the influence of the key parameter w in CNAMV algorithm. Through three experiments, we provided the reference range of parameter w and compared CNAMV with classical algorithms and their variants in the random data set and the content distribution network dataset respectively. The experimental results showed that the CNAMV algorithm could yield greater reward and smaller regret than ε-greedy, ε-decreasing, SoftMax, decreasing SoftMax and UCB1. As a result, CNAMV algorithm is a cost-effective stochastic multi-armed bandit algorithm.

In future work, we intend to extend the CNAMV algorithm to more complex settings, such as budgeted multi-armed bandits and qualitative multi-armed bandits, and put forward practical application of new multi-armed bandit problem.
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